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. th h ( I ..1035The homog.eneous multlpr?cessor system described in this. oug .e.~. r~ ~xatl~n processIng. ., neural network
paper provides nearest-nelghbour communication through slmul~t10n , dIgItal sIgnal p~ocesslmg), where the com-
shared memory, as well as global communications through putatlon r:nay be formulated In such a way so that each
a high-speed local area network. These aspects of the computatlona.1 subtas~ needs to co~perate with a limited
homogeneous multiprocessor architecture are investigated ~umber of ~elghbourlng subta~ks In or~er to complete
in detail. For the high-speed local area network its ItS computation. Such COmputatIons map Into and benefit
data-like protocol and performance analysis are provided. from arc~ite~tures that limit the ~co.pe of interpr~ces~or
A layered operating system currently under implementation commumcatlon but make these limited commumcatlon
.for the homogeneous multiprocessor is introduced, and pathways fast.
finally the paper presents the performance of the system In this work, one su~h multiprocessor system, namely
for specific applications, based on experiments conduc- the. homogeneou~ multIprocessor 7.9, shall be presented.
ted with the simulator, specifically written for this ThIs system provIdes nearest-neighbour communication
multiprocessor. .through shared memory, as well as global communica-

tions through a high-speed local area network.
Keywords: multiple processing, homogeneous multiproces- In particul.ar, the discussion shall be focused on the
sor system, communications, local area network, architec- followIng tOpICS:
ture, protocols, performance, operating system. Introduce the structure of the homogeneous multi-

processor, including the nearest-neighbour communi-
cation scheme as well as the high-speed local area

In recent years, multiprocessors have become important network. For the l.atter, its data-l.ink protocol and
in solving problems where a large amount of computation performance analysIs shall. be provIded.
is nee?ed. Several multiprocessors have been proposed. ~ntroduce a l.ayered operatIng system, curr.ently under
or built; some of the best known machines being the ImplementatIon for the homogeneous multiprocessor .
C.mmp34, Cm*31, NYU Ultracomputerll, PASMl8, .Pres~nt .the performance 0! the system for specific
Caltech's Cosmic Cubel 7, etc. a.ppllcatlons, based on experIments conducted with the

A major architectural issue involved in the design of slmu~ator specifically written for the homogeneous
such machines is the availability of information pathways multiprocessor.
that enable the exchange of information between proces-
sors. Most of the existing MIMD designs have opted for
a complete graph solution incorporating crossbars, STRUCTURE
multistage interconnection networks or point-to-point
connections. Overview of the architecture

There are significant examples of computations
.As s~own in Figure I, the homogeneous multiprocessor
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Figure I. Homogeneous multiprocessor architecture ",'ith following notation: P: processor, FE: front end, b: local
bus, HS: H-network station, M: memory module. BE: back end, SC: switch controller, T: terminal. MS: mass storage,

R/G: bus request/grant

from each other, and the H-network which is a fast local through two phases. The first phase, which is processor
area network used for point-to-point and broadcast mode independent, ensures the safe and live operation of the
communications. The architecture is considered to be S switches 7. The second phase is processor dependent 18,
composed of two parts: namely the homogeneous and it is during this phase that a switch physically closes.
multiprocessor proper incorporating the processors, In the next section, the operational algorithm shall be
memories and interbus switches, and the H-network. presented; this determines the behaviour of the interbus

Each processing element Pi owns its local memory switches during the first phase of their operation.
module Mi which it accesses via its local bus bj; it also
has the exclusive use of the respective network station
HSi. The local buses are separated by the intervening
switches Si. These switches provide each processor Pi Switching Operational Algorithm 1.2

with the ability to access the memory modules of either
one of its two immediate neighbours by requesting the A switch can exist in one of three logical states. The
appropriate switch to close. Also, for 1/0 or data next state transition of a switch is based on the
transfers to/from distant processors, each processor may presence of a request for it to close, and the present
utilize the H-network. state of itself and its two neighbouring switches. The

In the following sections, the functions of the process- three states a switch can exist at are as follows:

i~g eleme~ts co~municating with each other shall be Open. This state signifies that no requests exist or if a
discussed In detaIl. ... 11 b h d . d . request exists It WI not e onoure Imme l-

ately, because a neighbouring switch is currently

N t k f th .t b .h servicing a request.
e wor o e ID er us SWltC es Gray. This state signifies that a request is acknow-

ledged and that service (i.e. switch closure)
As 1t .was outlIned In the pre:vIous section, each will be granted in the immediate future.
pr?cesslng elem~n.t Pi' oper~tes In.dependently .<:>f its Closed. This state signifies that it is safe for a switch
nelghbo~rs, ~ut It ~s als? provided wi~h the ca.pablllty of to close.
commumcating with either one of ItS two Immediate
neighbours p i -1 and p i + 1 via their respective memory The actual closure of the switch will take place during
modules. This is facilitated through the creation of the second phase which commences immediately after a

'extended buses'. An 'extended bus' is the dynamic fusion switch enters the closed state.
of two neighbouring local buses bi and bi + 1 effected The Operational Algorithm 1.2 that decides the
through the closing of the intervening switch Si after next station transition is as follows:

a ~equest fr~m either one .of the two processors Algorithm 1.2
WhICh are adjacent to the swItch. Once an 'extended For a switch Si
bus' is created, it exists for the duration of the request, If no re9ue~t exists. it bec.omes Open;
normally one memory cycle, and it deteriorates to its Otherwise. If ~ request exists then: ...
com p onent local buses o th t t .If Open. It becomes Gray provIded that the switch IS

.nce e reques ceases o exIst. to its left. Si- I. is Open.

The process of creation of an 'extended bus' passes Otherwise. it remains Open.
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If Gray, it becomes Closed provided that the switch to its the topology of a bus, which does not impose any

rlghOt.thSi+ 1'.1$ Ot pen. . G transmission priorities on the com
pe tin g stations, and

erwlse I remains ray. ...
If Closed, it remains Closed. also avoids the time delays Incurred during the passing
The leftmost So' and rightmost Sk' switches are always Open. of the token.

..In the subsequent sections, the proposed collision-free
A request (from a processor to a switch) remaInS asserted p t I h II be t d d I .

t th h tro oco s a presen e an a so I s roug pu as a
durIng the request perIod which ends with an acknow-

fI d t (f th t d d I h unction of the participatIng network nodes. More detaIls
e gem~n rom e reques e memory mo u e to t e of the new CSMA/CF rotocol can be found in
requestIng processor). In other words, a processor R "

4 d 33 p
h f . hb . d I elerences an .

requests t e access o a nelg ourlng memory mo u e.
This request is intercepted by the appropriate switch and
forwarded to the memory module after the switch closes; N 11" " ~ (CSMA/CF) t Iew co Islon lree pro oco
then the memory module acknowledges the transfer of
data to the requesting processor, and this terminates the. ...

I AI .th I 2 t th " ( . t The transmissIon channel IS considered as a resource to
cyc e. gorl m .guaran ees e sale I.e. no wo ..

be shared among several stations. The contention
adjacent switches wIll close at the same time) and live h I I .. I I h d . tc anne p ays a slml ar ro e as a semap ore an I s

(I.e. a switch IS requested to close, will eventually do so)t .
fth t k fth . t b . t h D t . I function IS to ensure that the transmission channel wIll

opera Ion o e ne wor o e III er US SWI c es. e al s ...b " d . R " 7 be allocated to at most one station at any particular time.can e loun III elerence . E h ..
bl f Iac station IS capa e o transmittIng a carrIer signa

over the contention channel, and it is also capable of
distinguishing whether zero, one or more carrier signals

H-network are present. An example of such a channel and the
hardware required, can be found in References 4 and 33.

The second component of the structure is the H- In addition, a network station, is capable of determining
network5.6. This is a high-speed (-14 Mbyte/s) local whether the transmission channel is free or not. All these
area network with a structure resembling that of the actions take finite time, in accordance with the signal
Ethernet21, yet it utilizes separate pathways for data propagation and processing delays in the network.
transmission and network acquisition. The H-network At time to, a ready station inspects the contention
has been designed for network spans of the order of 10 m. channel. If it finds at least one carrier present (indicating
This makes the signal propagation delay extremely short, that a contention is already in progress), the attempting
which coupled with the parallelism employed has as an station is blocked, and it must try again at a later time.
effect the increased performance of the network. The Otherwise, if no carrier was found, then the station
H-network operates under a carrier-sense multiple access initiates the transmission of its carrier at time to + w 1.
protocol which eliminates the existence of collisions by The delay Wl, was introduced here because two
incorporating prescheduling and parallelism. In other different operations (inspecting the channel and initiating
words, the ready stations contend for the network during the transmission of its carrier) are performed by the
the transmission of a packet. Thus, at the end of the attempting station. These two operations, because of the
current transmission period, it is expected (with high finite processing speed, can neither happen instan-
probability), that the next master of the network has taneously nor simultaneously.
been chosen. Thus, collisions are eliminated, and the Once a station has initiated the transmission of its
utilization of the network increases correspondingly. carrier, thus obtaining the right to compete for the use

The two activities, that is, channel contention and of the transmission channel, it must ensure that it is the
packet transmission must occur without interference only one with this right. Thus it waits until all the other
from each other, and they are therefore provided with ready (that sensed the contention channel as being idle )
two separate channels. The contention channel is used stations initiated the transmission of their own carriers,
by the stations to decide on the next master of the and then it re-examines the contention channel at time
network, while the transmission channel is used for the to + w1 + W2. The time delay W2, is chosen so that all
actual packet transmissions. potential ready stations will be given the opportunity to

Normally, the contention channel is of a much lower initiate the transmission of their own carrier, and it also
capacity as compared to the transmission channel. In reflects the various signal propagation delays over the
this implementation5.6, the transmission channel is a network. The range of values for the delay W2 has been
16-line parallel bus, while the contention channel utilizes calculated to be:
a single line.

Similar approaches ha ve been proposed by Hamacher w 2 ~ w 1 + 2a ( I )
et al.12, with a contention channel resembling a token
ring rather than a bus, by Mark2°, with a slotted where 2a is the round-trip propagation time to the
contention channel, and by Jafari et al.14, where the farthermost station in the network.
contention channel is a loop, with a loop master that If at time to + Wl + W2' the station finds only one
controls traffic on the 'contention loop' and access to the carrier present, then it is assured that it is the only station
'data loop'. In this scheme, the contention channel has remaining and it can, therefore, utilize the transmission
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Idle that the number of contentions required before the next
T T period T . d .d d . Th o h N'

th1- .I -1- .2 ~1~~..~~I~o3 ~I Transmission master IS ecl e Increases. IS as an e..ect e

I~ -I --I --1- -I channel corresponding increase of the total contention period.

When the total contention period surpasses the packet

transmission period, idling of the network occurs, with

s Contention the corresponding decrease in the network utilization

channel factor .
This section provides the calculation for the average

A station" succeeded idle period as it depends on the number of stations
Stations start after the end of the. ' .
competing for. current transmission. contending. The final goal IS to compute the average

the transmission A statl fonl wa h~1 An idle period utilization factor in a network operating under the new
h I success u w I e resulted. .. h ..

c anne the current CSMA/CF protocol. The activities on t e transmission

packet is. still and contention channels, are depicted in Figure 2.
transmitted Denote by x the length of an unsuccessful contention

F . 2 A ... t h .. d t .period, by y the length of a successful contention period,
Igure .ct/t'ltles a t e transmIssIon an con enl/On d b C h 1 h f t t 1 t t .. dI 1 an y k t e engt o a o a con en Ion perlo

clannes f 1composed of k -1 unsuccessful plus one success u
contention. Then, these quantities are related as:

channel as soon as the current transmission period C = (k -1 )x + y (3 )terminates. Such a station will be called a successful k
station. d h .

.° ...an x = t + WI + W2 + W3 + a, y = t + WI + W2 were t IS
A success!ul station shall withdraw ItS carrIer s!m.ul- the arrival time of the first of the N contending stations.

ta~eously with the ~o~mencement of the transmission The random variable t is distributed over [0, T] with

of ItS own packet. This IS done so that the commencement d ns.t
of the next contention period will coincide with the e I y

commence~en.t of a. packet transmission peri~d. N (T -t )N-I Otherwise, If at time to + WI + w2, the station found --

more than one carrier present, then it withdraws its own T T

carrier at time to + WI + W2 + W3 and it re-executes the. protocol. Again, the introduction of the delay W3 is due The length of an Idle perIod, given k conte?tlons, IS given

to the two distinct operations of determining the number therefo~e. as Ik ~ H(Ck -TJ, where T IS the pac~et

of carriers present, and of withdrawing a single carrier. transmission perIod and k IS the number of contention

periods, and

Calculation of the average utilization factor
It is assumed that there are always N competing stations, H( ) = { x if x ~ 0
and that the elapsing time between successive attempts x 0 if x < 0

by a station to gain the network is constant and finite.

This period is denoted as T. The average idle period is obtained as the expected value

Thus, the probability distribution of the arrival time of the idle periods arising from k contentions. It is

of a station attempting to acquire the network, is calculated as follows:

continuous and uniformly distributed in [0, T].

The probability of failure for a single station to acquire --00 ..-
the network after one contention period has been I = E[/k] = L Pr[there are k contention perlods]Ik
calculated4.33 to be: k = I

"'
( T.:.::W -a ) N = L p~-lps4 (4)

pc = I -p. = I --, J (2) k= I

T
The possibility of success is used to calculate the Tk = f 00 (z -T)Pr[Ck = z]dz (5)

average idle period under the new CSMA/CF protocol. r

Recall :h~t since there ar.e no collisions, the average Using Equation (5) and the central limit theorem, the
tran~mlsslon and busy pe:lods are equal.. .average idle period given k contentions is obtained as:

Since separate contention and transmission channels
are pro~ided, th~ network stations m:ay. contend while a - f 00 I 2
packet IS transmitted over the transmission channel. The Ik = (z- !) e-(z-",,) /2(7ldz

probability of failure, as given by Equation (2), refers to t O"kj2;

a single contention period. It is evident, that as the
[ Jnumber of stations N increases, the probability of failure = ~ e-(r-"k)2/2..l + ~ err ~ (6)

approaches I. Thus, in very heavy traffic, it is expected j2; 2 J2Ut
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1.2 In a layered structure, operations are defined in a

hierarchy such that an operation at a higher layer is
~ 1.0 carried out by operations specified in lower layers only.
v Detailed operations in the sublevels, therefore, are hidden
~ 0.8 from the current level and transparent to the invoker.

.§ Modifications or additions of new modules can be done
~ efficientl y in such a lay ered structure and are pe rtinent to
.-0 6

:;s .the affected levels only.

~ According to Brown, the hierarchical structure of a
E 0.4 model operating system consists of fifteen levels*. The

~ first eight levels ( 1-8) correspond to the general single
< 0.2 machine operating system structure; while levels 9

through 14 correspond to the multimachine levels. The
0.0 last level (15) is the user interface, the shell.

0 10 40 60 70 Of particular interest are levels 9 through 12, which

Number of nodes are the communications, the file system, the 1/0 device
F . 3 Th .I .. fi .r bl and the stream 1/0 levels. Such a hierarchical structure

Igure .e average Uti Izatlon actors OJ compara e .

CSMA/CD and CSMA/CF networks. ---CSMA/CF provl~es the template between hardw.are and soft~are
(WI =0.1,w2=0.3,w3=0);-+-CSMA/CD«5= 1.0). ~applng. Se.veral of the layers, especlally.c?mmun~ca-

CSM A/CD «5 = 0.8). -~ CSM A/CD «5 = 0 5). ~Ions, map. dIrectly to our hardware and thIs IS exploIted-t- ...In our desIgn.
Forallcases,t=30.0 T=I.O a=0.1 Th HM I .. 11 h . h . h . 1' , e -nuc eus 10 OWS t IS lerarc Ica structure

.approach and it consists of eleven layers. Functions
where erf IS defined as accessible in each layer are highly modular and their

implementation are transparent to invokers. Based on

f( ) = ~
f 00 -t2 dt the functions available in the HM-nucleus, the features

era e d . d b .. 1 d . h .
Th1: Iscusse are elng Imp emente In t IS paper. esev 7t a include interprocessor communication through the net-

It has been proven4.33 that the series in Equation (4) work and the extended buses, and. distributed. virtual
converges. Equation (4) has been used to compute the memory management. But first, the. Imple~entatlon and
average utilization factor of a network operating under the structure of the HM-nucleus wIll be dIscussed.
the new CSMA/CF protocol.

The average utilization factor is given by the well-
known IS formula HM-nucleus overview

S = ~ (7) The V Kernel3, Roscoe30, and Accent24 are examples of
r + B contemporary distributed operating system designs based

on the concept of a kernel. The operating system
In our case, since there are no collisions, a = r = t and described in this paper is also based on the kernel
Equation (7) can be simplified into structure; however, the term kernel is reserved for the

lowest layer in our model and uses the term nucleus (i.e.
S- t the HM-~ucleus) to deno~e the abstraction referred to

(8) as kernel In the aforementIoned systems.
r + t The HM-nucleus provides primitives for interproces-

Equation (8) was used in order to evaluate the average sor communication, capability checking, memo~y man-
utilization factor as a function of the number of stations ~gem.ent, process management ~nd ~/O han.dll~g: An
N involved for characteristic waiting times. This function IdentIcal copy of the nucleus resld.es In each I,ndlvldual
is de icted in Figure 3. p:rocessor. The H~-nucleus provides 'secure ~bstra~-p tlons of the underlyIng hardware. These abstractions, In

the form of communication primitives and process
OPERATING SYSTEM DESIGN FOR THE managem.ent~ are needed by the operating system and
HOMOGENEOUS MULTIPROCESSOR user applications. .

The HM-nucleus consists of eleven layers, as shown
System software implementation for the homogeneous in Table 1. From bottom up, the layers are: kernel,

multiprocessor is based on the concept of an operating ...2 .
system nucleus-the HM-nucleusl9 which system and The model operatIng syslem descnbed by Brown et al. conslsls of

...' the following levels, from I to 15: electronic circuits, instruction set,user applIcatIon soft~are .are buIlt upon.. procedures, interrupts, primitive processes, local secondary store,
The HM-nucleus Itself IS a layered design and follows virtual memory, capabilities, communications, file system, devices,

the approach suggested by Brown, Denning and Tichy2. stream 1/0, user processes, directories. and shell.
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Table I. Data abstraction used in the HM-nucleus calls (see Table 2). Garbage collection, returning seg-
ments that are no longer needed (e.g. the packets used

Layer Data abstraction for communications), is invoked through the MakeSpace

call.
User interface Shell commands The device management layer provides device drivers
Table Capabilities and catalogues for the peripherals attached to a node. Usually, the only
File management Unix compatible files devices will be the H-network controller and the interbus
Virtual memory Local users' program, data, and switches implemented as virtual channels for neighbour-

stack space; shared region; global ing-processor communications, but specialized nodes

memory may include disc controllers.
Communications Byte streams The bottom fourth layer, or capabilities, provides
RPC Byte streams mechanisms for the creation and management of capabili-
UDS Messages of arbitrary length ties. A capability, in the context of the HM-nucleus, is
Capabilities Capabilities a unique name consisting of a type, a processor number ,
Device Packets, mutant packets and an identification that points to the information

Physical Memory segments concerning that object.
Kernel Descriptors The universal datagram service (UDS) layer imple-

ments various interprocessor communication protocols,
thus providing a uniform access interface to the H-

physical memory management, device management, network, serial channels, and the neighbouring memory
capabilities, universal datagram services, remote pro- modules. Services provided in this layer format mess':lges
cedure call, communications, virtual memory manage- of arbitrary length into packets or reconstruct receIved
ment, file management, table and user interface. Data packets into meaningful messages according to the
abstraction used in different layers are also presented in specific protocol used. The UDS layer can also be
Table 1, while designed and specified function and expanded to encompass any additional communication
procedure calls available in some of these layers are pathways deemed necessary22. The placement of the
shown in Table 2. UDS layer that low in the hierarchy is necessitated by

A homogeneous multiprocessor node includes the the capability of our architecture to function as a
main processing unit (MPU) and its associated memory multiprocessor in addition to being a distributed system.
module, the memory management unit (MMU), the This is an important difference between our model and
interbus switches, and the H-network interface. The the one proposed by Brown et al.2.
kernel is the hardware/software interface layer that On top of UDS layer is the remote procedure call
provides mechanisms to drive the hardware within a (RPC) layer. This layer serves as an interface between
single node, and it incorporates no policy-making the abstractions of single machine and multimachine.
modules. These kernel primitives serve as extensions of Any internucleus communication initiated by a local
the bare hardware and are used by higher layers. These machine is routed to the appropriate recipient, through
extensions include process switching, primitive 1/0, the UDS by the RPC Manager .
interrupt handling, and MMU manipulation. The next layer in the HM-nucleus is the communica-

The kernel also has provisions to enable and disable tions layer. This provides communication links between
external interrupts coming into the local node. Since the user processes (processes outside the HM-nucleus).
kernel is the lowest structure residing in individual Pipelines are supported by the H-network, while primi-
processors and does not interact directly with the rest of tive message packets are transferred to neighbouring
the system (interprocessor communication is handled by processors using channels through the extended bus
higher layer software), it thus acts as a single machine (which will be described later). Two types of pipe
abstraction and hence single-node mutual exclusion can communication mechanisms are designed into the sys-
be enforced (e.g. monitor abstraction). tem. The first is the individual pipe communication on

The physical memory management layer is responsible a one-to-one basis. The second is a broadcast facility
for the allocation and deallocation of memory space for with a process sending messages to a selected group of
processes and communication packets. With the coopera- receiving processes2. Both types of pipe communication
tion of the MMU, it provides virtual-to-physical memory mechanisms are supported directly by the H-network,
mapping and low-Ievel access rights checking. Our which being a local area network, supports both
present implementation provides a 1 Mbyte local point-to-point and broadcast communications. Due to
memory module per processor, plus two extra 1 Mbyte the similarities between the H-network and the Ethernet,
of non local memory modules belonging to the right and the network communication protocol used will adhere
left immediate neighbours. Nonlocal memory is allocated to the IEEE 802 standard 1. This layer is based on the
in the form of shared regions. Allocation of available UDS layer discussed above, and uses the facilities of the
memory is performed by a Buddy algorithm that finds H-network and the extended but for process-to-process,
enough holds in the memory to satisfy a request. multicast, and broadcast-mode communications.
Minimum segment size is 4 kbyte and segments are The virtual memory management (VMM) layer is
allocated through the AssignSegments and BindSegment responsible for assigning and managing virtual space for
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Table 2. HM-nucleus and its functions

Layer Function Description

User interface Shell commands User and nucleus interface
Table *Map Associate the capability of an object with a name

GetName Searches for the given named object, and returns its associated

capability
*UnMap Disassociates the name of a named object from its capability

File management *Read Read a file
*Write Write a file
*Open Open a file
*Close Close a file

.Virtual memory *CreateRegion Allocates space for a shared region
*BindRegion Binds a created region to a specific virtual port
*EnterRegion Obtains exclusive access of a shared region
*ExitRegion Exits a shared region
*UnBindRegion Disassociates a region from its virtual port
*DestroyRegion Destroys a shared region and frees the allocation space

Communications *Iink.open Initiates handshaking protocol to create a link
*Iink.send Sends message through established link
*Iink.rece Receives message through established link
*Iink.close Disconnects communication link

RPC *Rpc Performs a remote procedure call to a specified node
UDS HNet.send Formats messages of arbitrary length into packets according to the

H-network communications protocol
HNet.rece Strips away communication overhead of incoming messages and

reconnects fragmented message packets into a unique coherent
message of arbitrary length interpreted by upper layers

Capabilities *CreateName Generates a unique machine name
*Map Associates an object with an already created capability

Device management HNet.send Invokes network driver for send operation
HNet.rece Invokes network driver for receive operation
channel-send Invokes extended bus driver for send operation
channel-rece Invokes extended bus driver for receive operation

Physical memory AssignSegment Assigns physical memory blocks upon request
BindSegment Binds a virtual address to a physical address
DeleteSegment Deallocates the specified segment
MakeSpace Collects deallocated memory blocks to the free list

Kernel LoadDescriptor Loads a descriptor into the MMU
ReadDescriptor Obtains the contents of a descriptor from the MMU
EnableDescriptor Enables a specific descriptor in the MMU
DisableDescriptor Disables a specific descriptor in the MMU

* Denotes exported [unction to applications

processes in collaboration with the physical memory initial implementation will support only access to the
management layer. There are three kinds of such space: device (special) files.
program, data, and stack space for user programs; shared The table layer consists of catalogues where the
regions; and global memory. At a later stage of our correspondences between symbolic names and their
development, swapping of user spaces will be imple- capabilities are entered. These catalogues are resident in
mented in this layer. the machines to which the capabilities belong. This level

The file management layer will implement a hier- can be developed into a distributed directory layer when
archical file system, modelled after the Unix file struc- necessary.
ture26. Branches of the tree will be situated at nodes The outermost layer is the user interface layer.
possessing a local disc, while nodes without discs will Initially, this will contain the actual code of the
implement the semantics of the Unix file system interface application. Subsequent versions will be capable of
and refer all requests to a server node. Server nodes will managing user processes and responding to a general
have a complete file system manager and will store system call interface, thus providing the minimum user
portions of the file system data on their local discs. The interface requirements to run application programs.
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This paper is building HM-nucleus and user applica- exclusion algorithm for gaining entrance to a shared
tions using VRTX32 as part of the kernel layer. In the regionl9.
following sections, process communication, virtual This mechanism uses a 'mutant packet' that forces
memory management, and multiple-copy update mech- processor Pi-l or Pi+ 1 to signal its neighbour Pi-2 or
anisms provided by our system, shall be discussed. Pj+2. As described earlier, any processor with a packet

ready to be consumed by a neighbour indicates this state
by interrupting the neighbour and providing the neigh-

Communication using extended bus bour with a pointer to the packet to be consumed. For
the mutant packet mechanism, only the pointer prefixed

There are two ways for a process to communicate with with a special code indicating the mutation shall be used.
processes residing on neighbouring processors through The pointer points to an address in a neighbour's memory
the extended bus, by using channels and shared regions. that needs to be altered, instead of pointing to a packet.
Channels, a low-Ievel communication abstraction avail- The interrupt handler, upon receiving such a mutant
able in the device layer, are primarily used for system packet, immediately carries out the operation indicated
functions and to transfer small messages. More extensive and does not pass any information to waiting processes,
and frequent interprocess communication between pro- as it would have normally done.
cesses running on neighbouring processors can be
achieved more efficiently through the shared region
schemes, as a virtual shared memory, which will be Distributed virtual memory management
described in the next section.

Channels are predefined well-known addresses estab- There are three types of virtual space that exist in our
lished during system start-up time that are used for system: user programs, shared regions, and global
handshaking dialogue between adjacent processors. They memory. The first type, user programs, normally maps
have fixed locations and are available throughout the into local physical memory, reserving space for Unix-Iike
system up-time. Channels are assigned to running processes partitioned into program (text), stack, and data
processes upon request through the peer-to-peer protocol areas. The other two kinds of virtual space are managed
available in the communications layer (analogous to the by cooperating processes in a distributed fashion. The
OSI transport layer). shared regions implement bounded global memory

Communication using channels can be achieved by among units of three neighbouring processes that use
requesting a switch to close. The MMU, together with the extended bus to communicate. The global virtual
the switching controller, perform the address translation memory, on the other hand, is provided by replicating
and mapping to nonlocal memory, and create an data structures distributed on a number of processors
extended bus for communication with neighbouring in the system, which communicate with each other either
processors. Packets, the basic unit of information used through the H-network or the extended bus.
for interprocessor communication, are stored in the local
memory space. When a packet is created, its address is Shared regions
transformed into a pointer which is subsequently stored A shared region, an abstraction of global memory shared
in the predefined channel for the receiving processor. by three adjacent processors, encapsulates a collection

The sending processor then asserts an interrupt to the of data and, if desired, an implicit mechanism for mutual
receiving processor. The receiving processor, upon the exclusion. The synchronization is achieved by a spin-
interrupt, will read the packet address pointer from the lock, where a central semaphore is maintained but a
sender's memory space and pass this information to a waiting processor spins within its local memory waiting
waiting lightweight process/handler, which will use the for a signal from the processor which is currently using
pointer to obtain the packet when it is scheduled to run. the shared region. Hence, interprocessor interference

The process of packet delivery thus involves two through the switching network is minimized. Details of
phases. During the first phase, the packet pointer and its such a mutual exclusion algorithm can be found in
handshaking is the responsibility of the interrupt hand- Reference 19.
ling modules. The handshaking and interpretation of the A shared region is created through the CreateRegion
packet itself is handled by both the consuming process call available in the virtual memory management layer .
and the producing process in the second phase. During creation time, the caller specifies if the region is

Occasionally, it is desirable for a processor Pj to signal guarded or unguarded. A guarded region indicates that
a waiting processor that is two processors further away the data will be shared on a mutually exclusive basis and
(i.e. Pi-2 or Pi+2). There are two ways of reaching such therefore synchronization primitives are also created as
a processor: through the H-network or through the a result of the CreateRegion call. The shared region is
intervening processor Pi-l or Pi+l. Given the close created by the processor local to the node where the
proximity of the processors, the route through the region resides. Neighbouring processor(s) will have to
network is believed to be more expensive due to network issue the GetName call in the table layer to obtain the
communication overhead. Therefore, it has been chosen region's capability. This capability is then bound to the
to implement the second mechanism, and use it for virtual address space of the sharing processor by the
signalling purposes such as the one found in the mutual BindRegion call.
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The EnterRegion call provides mutually exclusive 8 Voting or majority consensus: where synchronization
access to a shared guarded region by executing the is achieved based on a dialogue among the participat-
spin-lock algorithm discussed earlier and enabling the ing nodes.
pertin~nt MMU descript~rs. ..f ~he descriptor corre- The methods proposed are based on the observation that
spondIng to the shared. regl~n IS dlsa.bled, any refe:e':lce in certain classes of problems, a global database is read
made to th.e shared regIon wIll result In a fault, notIfyIng often but updated infrequently. Many applications do
the M.PU I? th.e form of a ~rap. .not require up-to-date (in terms of millisecond) informa-

E~ltRef!lon IS used to ex~t from the sh~re~ reglo~ b.y tion; they will operate correctly (although possibly
f':lanlpulatIng the appr.opnate synchronIzatIon pnml- somewhat more slowly) with 'stale' information. For all
~Ive~. A~ unguarded regIon does not ?eed any sy.nchr~n- applications though, consistency must be maintained. A
Izatlon, and therefore the EnterRegIon and ExItRegIon particular example is those artificial intelligence applca-
calls are transparent. ...tions where a global data structure (blackboard) is

The concept of shared regIons facIlItates data and .
d ( Hea say I and Hearsay 1117 ) Since the . b . hb .. 1 requIre e.g. r .

message passIn~ ~tween nelg .ounng proce,ssl~~ e e- homogeneous multiprocessor does not have global
ments, !or appllca.tlo?~,3s';lch as Image processIng and shared memory, for the classes of problems mentioned
relaxatIon prOC~SSIng. ' where closely-coupled proces- above, it is possible to represent a shared data structure
sors cooperate In a sIngle task. as a fully-replicated database, supported by mechanisms

..ensuring consistent updating.
Dls~nbuted data.structure management. For these mechanisms, the following assumptions and
As It was mentlo~e? bef<:>re, the file struc~ure wIll be constraints have been made, which permit the use of

modelled after UnlX s. ThIs arrangement wIll enable us . I .
d dat control algorithms that map effi- . 1 ffi ' fil d .. b d specla Ize up e ,to Imp e~ent an e Iclent I e structure. Istn ute ov~r ciently onto the architecture of the homogeneous multi-

the multIprocessor., and ~Iso, by ad?enng to t~e UnlX processor and take advantage of the broadcast capability
file system semantIcs, to Interface wIth any Unlx-based of the H-network as well as the fast interprocessor
sYsTtehm ofirl network. ,

h II b dd d . 1 communications channels provided by the extended bus
e I e system Issues s a e a resse In a ater h .k Th . d ' h d . f mec anlsm:

wor .e current sectIon Iscusses t e eslgn o some
mechanisms which are necessary in order to manage any 8 The target ted applications are computationally inten-
distributed data structure. In particular, for the purposes sive, distributed applications, needing a structured
of this work, any data structure can be regarded as a global database (blackboard).
database entity. Such an entity is then allowed to be 8 Multiple readers can operate concurrently, but only
distributed and/or replicated on several nodes. Reliable a single writer is allowed to operate at any given time.
and consistent access and update mechanisms are A modify transaction is treated as an indivisible
provided, so that the file system and applications, located read-and-write operation on the latest version of the
at the top levels of our hierarchy, can benefit. data structure.

8 The readers far outnumber the writers.
8 A writer, wishing to perform an update operation, is

Multiple-copy update problem ensured the latest version of the data structure. If an
up-to-date read is necessary, a modify (X, X) can be

Numerous algorithms to solve the multiple-copy update used.
problem exist in the literature. For instance, the 'bakery 8 It is assumed that the database is small enough to fit
algorithm'16 generates unbounded sequence numbers to within the available node-memory.
provide first-come first-served priority into critical sec- 8 Since there is no on-board cache at individual nodes,
tions; Ricart and Agrawala's algorithm creates mutual the cache coherence problem is not dealt with.
exclusion in a computer network whose nodes communi- 8 Only a single user process runs at a node.
cate by messages25. In general, most methods used to 8 Since migration of directories is not allowed in our
solve the multiple-update problem can be categorized as: system, the consistency problem due to migration is

8 Global locking mechanisms: including the two-phase ignored.

commit protocol. Three methods of achieving the multiple-copy update are
8 Time stamp approaches: which are based on event proposed. In all three methods, a token is utilized to

ordering. achieve synchronization and reliability. The methods are
8 Circulating tokens: where the update is performed by distinguished from each other, by the communications

one node only at anyone time and the serializability pathway the token uses in order to reach a particular
of updates is guaranteed. node.

.Within an unguarded region, the applications programmer himself Mutual exclusion mechanisms
can implement a synchronization system. Such a synchronization For all three mechanisms a token is used to both
system. is quite efficien! (in the sense that it does not i.nvolve costly synchronize and validate th~ updates. The arrival of the
operatIng system functIon calls), but on the other hand It may not be k d d . hsafe. to en to a no e gIves It permIssIon to procee wIt an
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update. The token incorporates an update sequence from the token. The node number is simply the number
number, and the most recently updating station number. of the node that possesses the token at the time of the

update.
Token passing through the extended bus. The first method The token itself must contain the following informa-
is a token passing mechanism, in which a token is passed tion: a unique sequence number, and a node number.
among a group of neighbouring processors, each working The seq uence number specifies the latest update message
on its own copy of the same data structure. Only the number. This sequence number is incremented and
processor possessing the token is capable of updating, copied to the present update message by the node
and it broadcasts the update to all the other processors possessing the token. The token is released by the
in the group through the H-network. The token circulates updating station, only after the update message has been
among these adjacent processors through the extended sent by the network. The node number is the number of
buses. This method implements a round-robin update the last updating node.
schedule and is very efficient in a heavily-updating Each individual node participating in the management
environment. of the distributed data structure, remembers the sequence

number of the last received update message, and also any
Token broadcast. In this method, a node wishing to previous sequence numbers that are missing. The missing
perform an update will broadcast its intention and wait ones are the updating messages that have not been
until it receives the token. The node currently in received and will be used for the consistency check.
possession of the token will place the update request in For all three methods, each time a node receives the
a node-update-request queue, which is incorporated into token, it compares the sequence number encapsulated in
the token itself. The node possessing the token proceeds the token, with that of the last received update. If they
with the consistency check {described below), broadcasts do not match, then the node empties the network queue
its update message to all the participating nodes, deletes and checks again. The network queue consists of
its own entry from the node-update-request queue, and incoming packets from the network and since an update
finally sends the token to the next requesting node. The message is broadcast before the token is released, then
token-passing scheme using the H-network has a fast the update messages should have arrived at the destina-
response time and it is dynamic in nature as compared tion node before the token. If the two sequence numbers
to the previous method. However, it is expensive due to still do not match, then the last updating message is
the acknowledgement overhead involved. missing, and the node requests re-broadcasting from the

last updating node. It is possible that more than one
Token controller. A third alternative is to assign a node messages are missing, in this case re-broadcasts are
as a token controller to manage update requests. The requested from each updating nodes.
token controller maintains a queue of requesting nodes. An updating node retains the updating message until
The node at the head of the queue receives the token it is ensured that all the participating nodes have
and proceeds with the consistency check and update. performed the consistency check pertaining to this
Once the update is carried out, the token is returned to particular message. The condition upon which a node is
the token controller. guaranteed that the consistency check has been per-

This method also has a fast response time. If compared formed, depends on the mechanism chosen. For the
with the request broadcast method, it has less overhead token-passing mechanism, an updating node retains a
since update requests are directed to, and always particular message until the token reaches the node twice.
registered by the token controller. On the other hand, a This condition, since all the nodes are arranged in a linear
malfunction of the token controller will cause failure. array, guarantees that the token has circulated through

all the nodes in the group, and hence each and everyone
of the participating nodes has been given the opportunity

Reliable and consistent updates to perform a consistency check.
Synchronization of multiple updates on the same data For the remaining two methods, a special consistency-
structure can be resolved by the methods discussed. control token is broadcast after a predetermined number
However, due to the distributed nature of our system, of updates, which forces all the nodes to perform a
mechanisms to guarantee reliable updates have to be consistency check. At the end of this process, when all
introduced to maintain system consistency. Given the the participating stations have performed their consist-
proximity of the nodes, a mostly reliable communication ency check, all past update messages can be deleted, and
environment is assumed. Yet, occasionally messages are the cycle may be started afresh.
lost, and the mechanisms presented here are designed to It is understood that in between the issuing of the
handle these cases. consistency-control tokens, nodes that receive the update

An update message, originating from the node token continue to perform consistency checks of their
possessing the token, encapsulates the following informa- database. Nodes that receive out-of-sequence updates,
tion: a unique sequence number, a node number, and will refrain from performing the update, until the missing
the update itself. The sequence number is a monotonically update messages are received. The missing messages are
increasing number assigned to an update message. This requested from their source either immediately, or after
number can be generated based on information obtained a consistency check is performed.
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Multiple-object updates and control algorithms frequently used in thresholding, while interactive histo-

gram modification is used for enhancing image quality.
The token mechanisms as presented in the previous It is assumed that there are n (n = 2k) nodes in the
sections, can be expanded to accommodate a multiple- homogeneous multiprocessor. The image is divided into
object data structure. In such a case, a separate token is n strips, and each strip is loaded in the memory of each
assigned to each object, and thus updates on mutually of the nodes, which calculate the partial histogram of the
exclusive objects can be carried out concurrently. In region assigned to them in parallel. The next step
addition, if the objects (and their associated tokens) are accomplishes the merging of the partial histograms. This
linearly ordered, multiple-object updates can be achieved is done through a form of recursive doubling29. Suppose
without deadlocks. The only requirement is to add a that there are B grey levels in the image. Initially,
'token-type' field to the token itself. processors p 21+ 1; I = 0, 1,2, ..., (n/2 -1) merge the B/2

The mechanisms presented are suitable for systems least significant bins of the partial histograms contained
with different rates of update req uests. M ultiple protocol in their own as well as the memory of their neighbours
synchronization schemes can be used within the same to the right. Similarly, processors P21+2 merge the B/2
system, depending on the application and the system most significant bins located in their own as well as the
load. Thus the neighbour-to-neighbour token-passing memory of their neighbours to the left. Next, processors
mechanism is best suited for heavy rates of update p 41 + 1; I = 0, 1,2, ..., (n/4 -I) transfer the B/2 least
requests, while the mechanism that utilizes a token significant bins of their merged histograms to processors
manager is best suited for light rates of update requests. p 41 + 2' while processors p 41 +4 transfer the B/2 most
These two mechanisms could be combined together to significant bins to processors p 41 + 3. At this point,
form a hybrid scheme that adapts itself to a varying processors p 41 + 2 and p 41 + 3' contain partial B bin
demand of update requests. This can be accomplished histograms, and the process is repeated. The final
by incorporating a token manager in the chain of completed histogram, is found in processor p n/2. Under
neighbouring nodes managing the database. The token this algorithm, the partial histograms are merged on a
manager can determine through the update sequence tree structure of processors embedded on the homo-
number, when possessing the token, if no updates geneous multiprocessor as depicted in Figure 4.
happened during a predetermined maximum time inter- The algorithm, is further optimized through the
val. In such a case, the token manager retains the token implementation of a form of a 'bucket brigade' to
until an updating node specifically requests the token efficiently transfer long vectors between distant proces-
manager for the token. For this hybrid scheme to work sors. Thus, in order to transfer a B-bin vector from
properly, the updating node must know the address of processor p i to processor p i' the intervening processors
the token manager node, and request for the token, if form a pipeline through which the B-vector is transferred
the token has not reached it within a certain timeout in O(j -i + B) steps.
period.

SIMULATED RUNS OF APPLICATIONS I 2 3 " s 6 7 8 9 1011 12 131" 1516

ON THE HOMOGENEOUS 6 J Iteration I
MULTIPROCESSOR B /2

The homogeneous multiprocessor, being a closely-
J .

coupled MIMD architecture, is perfectly suited for Iterat,on 2

context-dependent algorithms. The often used image
processing algorithms such as smoothing, edge, detec-
tion, histogram generation, relaxation processing etc.,
can be easily mapped onto the architecture. Maximum
concurrency is of course extracted from local algorithms
such as smoothing. Nevertheless, global algorithms, such Iteration 3
as histogram generation, can also benefit from the
architecture.

In the next section, the implementation of a parallel
histogram generation algorithm on our architecture shall
be discussed, and results obtained through our simulator ]d 23 presente .Iteration 4

Histogram generation .
Figure 4. Example of the distributed merge algorIthm on

A histogram of grey level content provides a global 16 processors. .: transfer of a vector of x elements; x
description of the appearance of an image, and it is merge of two neighbouring partial histograms
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